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PREFACE
To the Antwerp Diamond Industry

If the diamond trade in 2016 was characterized by 
market recovery, 2017 brought a return to stability and 
predictability that should continue for the foreseeable 
future, particularly in the rough diamond trade. This is 
a welcome development for the industry as a whole. 
Pressing concerns remain, particularly with regard to the 
polished sector, but Antwerp made significant strides to 
address key issues, including the adoption of the ‘Carat 
Tax’, which has solidified Antwerp’s position as the 
world’s leading diamond trade center, and is bringing 
companies back to Antwerp.

This year the Antwerp diamond industry celebrated its 
570th anniversary with the Diamond Year (mid 2017 - 
mid 2018). A document discovered in the City Archives 
refers to the first signs of a diamond trade dating back 
to 1447. The City of Antwerp partnered with AWDC to 
celebrate this historic anniversary with events dedicated 
to diamonds and Antwerp’s diamond trade.

Focused on the theme, “In Antwerp we speak diamond 
- Diamond Capital since 1447”, the intention has been 
to make the diamond industry more accessible to the 
general public and to raise awareness of the great 
legacy, past and present, of the diamond trade in 
Antwerp. The Diamond Year will reach its culmination 
in early 2018 as the European Union takes over as 
Kimberley Process Chair, with the annual meetings 
taking place in Antwerp and Brussels, and the opening 
of DIVA, the new diamond museum.

We held successful international events such as the 
Antwerp Summer University and the Diamonds and 
Innovation conference, and the high-level African 
Diamond Conference, which was attended by ministers 
from all the major African diamond producing countries, 
as well as Belgian government representatives. In doing 
so, Antwerp reached out to an international audience to 
demonstrate our intellectual leadership in the industry, 
as well as our forward thinking in terms of sustainability 
and innovation.

In this light, it bears repeating that Antwerp was the first 
diamond trade center to fully embrace compliance and 
CSR. Indeed, promoting a sustainable and transparent 

diamond industry is one of AWDC’s key strategic 
priorities. In recent years, AWDC has increased its 
commitment to sustainability, because we believe 
it should play a key role in the business model of the 
future. We wish to demonstrate that sustainability and 
growth are not mutually exclusive; rather, sustainable 
business practices generate opportunities.

The Antwerp diamond trade is consequently recognized 
for its efforts regarding the ‘5th C’: alongside the 4 
Cs that determine the value of a diamond, the 5th C 
stands for Compliance, Confidence and Corporate 
Social Responsibility. This concerns the entire diamond 
industry, from diamond production in the mines to retail 
sales of diamond jewelry.

Additionally, this year we published our seventh annual 
Global Diamond Report, in collaboration with leading 
consultancy Bain & Co., entitled “The Enduring Story 
in A Changing World”. AWDC initiates these reports 
because we believe an informed diamond community is 
a prepared diamond community, and the challenges we 
face in Antwerp are intertwined with those the industry 
faces globally, now and in the future. We view these 
reports as part of our commitment to play a leading role 
in safeguarding a prosperous future for the industry as a 
whole, which starts with a clear understanding of where 
we stand and where we need to go.

In short, 2017 will go down in the books as a year the 
Antwerp diamond industry stood tall and demonstrated 
to the diamond world what it stands for: sustainability, 
integrity, quality and innovation, all taking place in the 
most diverse diamond community in the world.

We are confident our efforts will embolden you to take 
pride in being part of the Antwerp diamond community, 
and look forward with confident anticipation to what 
2018 will bring.

Ari Epstein Stéphane Fischler 
CEO AWDC President AWDC

http://www.divaantwerp.be/en/
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AWDC Mission Statement

Antwerp and diamonds are inseparable. Antwerp is the 
capital of the world diamond trade for more than five 
centuries and is widely recognized as the leader in the 
industry today. Our mission is to ensure Antwerp remains 
at the forefront of the global diamond industry, to foster 
awareness of Antwerp’s unparalleled contributions to 
local and international trade and to inspire current and 
future generations to embrace the beauty and value of 
our product.

AWDC promotes and defends the interests of more than 
1,600 individual companies representing 6,600 direct 
jobs and 26,000 indirect jobs. More than 70 nationalities 

work together every day in the most diverse diamond 
community in the world. We are committed to facilitating 
a favorable business environment while ensuring strict 
implementation of best practices and transparency.

Central to these efforts is the Diamond Office, where 
we monitor and streamline the vast amount of imports 
and exports that pass through Antwerp on a daily basis. 
It is the cornerstone of the Antwerp diamond industry, 
representing 5 percent of Belgium’s total exports and 
15 percent of all exports outside the EU.

ANTWERP DIAMOND DATA 2017
Diamond Office

The Diamond Office is where we streamline the vast 
amount of diamond imports to and exports from 
Antwerp. On an annual basis, 84% of all rough diamonds 
and 50% of all polished diamonds traded globally 
pass through Antwerp and the Diamond Office. Every 
day, approximately US$220 million in diamonds pass 
through Diamond Office.

The Diamond Office (D.O.) acts as the supervising body 
for the Belgian government, controlling all imports and 
exports of all types of loose diamonds: polished and 
rough, industrial diamonds, diamond powder as well 
as synthetic. The control system inside the D.O. is a 
collaborative effort between AWDC, the FPS Economy 
(Licensing Department) and the FPS Finance (Customs). 
It is the only customs office in Belgium where diamonds 
can and must be declared for import and export outside 
the EU. Every rough diamond that passes through 
D.O. with its KP Certificate, and is traded in Antwerp, 
is guaranteed conflict free. When it leaves Antwerp, it 
receives a new certificate. This process is repeated when 
the stones enter a new market.

Three FPS Economy and two FPS Finance staff members 
are present in the D.O. at all times. The FPS Economy 
Licensing Department is responsible for the physical 
checks of all imports and exports of diamonds. Sworn 
experts working under the supervision of the FPS 
Economy conduct these checks.

The 17 sworn experts open all shipments and conduct 
an examination according to a number of parameters. 
The documented origin, weight, value and classification 
of diamonds are compared with the information on their 
trade documents. These strict, 100% physical controls 
do not exist anywhere else in the world. Most other 
countries work with targeted checks on the basis of a 
risk analysis.

Customs conducts a control of all import and export 
declarations prepared by AWDC personnel in the D.O.. 
Since 2011, AWDC has the status of a full Authorized 
Economic Operator (AEO). This confirms that the FPS 
Finance (Customs) recognizes AWDC as a reliable 
partner in the field of customs procedures as well as 
security. Within D.O., AWDC is not only a declarant of all 
imports and exports from the Belgian diamond industry; 
the organization also offers assistance in all import and 
export formalities.

This triple control (AWDC, FPS Economy and FPS 
Finance) ensures that the Belgian diamond industry is 
not only the most controlled industry in Belgium, but 
is also the most transparent diamond industry from a 
global perspective.

http://www.awdc.be/en
http://www.awdc.be/en/diamond-office
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Diamond Data*

ROUGH DIAMOND IMPORTS

2017 2016 Difference

Carats USD Carats USD Carats USD

January 7,738,810.91 954,594,977 5,694,442.95 730,431,332 35.90% 30.69%

February 9,553,885.20 908,156,711 11,716,100.34 1,328,967,179 -18.46% -31.66%

March 9,411,522.23 1,054,542,272 8,124,176.77 991,306,761 15.85% 6.38%

April 5,625,205.06 693,953,406 9,229,051.16 1,216,160,040 -39.05% -42.94%

May 8,769,035.52 1,056,658,071 7,732,689.33 1,296,203,352 13.40% -18.48%

June 7,902,346.03 996,490,721 6,018,991.10 945,467,906 31.29% 5.40%

July 7,344,494.91 777,348,961 6,371,411.57 907,758,511 15.27% -14.37%

August 6,012,550.66 653,831,703 4,830,754.23 659,414,578 24.46% -0.85%

September 8,322,750.89 975,598,099 10,162,451.76 1,210,514,760 -18.10% -19.41%

October 9,275,924.60 904,296,304 8,409,494.67 897,640,497 10.30% 0.74%

November 8,101,511.76 985,743,439 6,375,674.58 1,136,700,242 27.07% -13.28%

December 7,249,594.55 760,209,278 5,307,774.32 767,076,680 36.58% -0.90%

TOTAL 95,307,632.32 10,721,423,942.00 89,973,012.78 12,087,641,838.77 5.92% -11.27%

* The figures in the tables and graphs reflect the export and import figures of rough and polished diamonds, as issued by the Antwerp Diamond Office on a 
monthly basis, providing an insight into the trends of the Antwerp diamond trade throughout the entire year. At the end of the year, the Antwerp Diamond 
Office calculates and issues the total yearly figures, based on updated monthly figures, which explains potential discrepancies in the sums of the tables 
for the entire year.

ROUGH DIAMOND IMPORTS (CT) 2016 | 2017 ROUGH DIAMOND IMPORTS (USD) 2016 | 2017

Jan-Dec 2017 Difference 2016

Carat USD Carat USD

U.S.A. 561,178.46 3,013,505,252 -8.37% -5.73%

HONG KONG 1,104,569.25 2,720,238,896 -18.63% -11.17%

ISRAEL 392,721.22 1,321,591,896 5.11% 8.62%

UNIT.ARAB.EM. 681,812.51 1,121,956,014 -20.65% -1.06%

SWITZERLAND 427,890.31 1,021,393,209 7.84% 12.53%

INDIA 583,398.26 529,768,518 27.30% 22.61%

ITALY 313,734.52 251,971,885 -0.39% -0.28%

CHINA 215,273.12 248,551,811 -29.70% -32.76%

FRANCE 110,410.38 247,540,476 -15.44% -14.27%

SOUTH AFRICA 33,109.26 170,013,643 4.03% 26.76%

Others 584,585.11 751,662,460   

Total Gross 5,008,682.40 11,398,194,061   

EXPORT OF POLISHED DIAMONDS BY COUNTRY

Jan-Dec 2017 Difference 2016

Carat USD Carat USD

U.S.A. 339,500.42 2,437,076,247 -32.31% -10.93%

HONG KONG 1,047,149.35 2,305,320,787 -5.71% -6.24%

INDIA 1,973,348.63 1,663,785,644 6.70% -1.24%

ISRAEL 402,210.35 1,290,588,544 14.37% 22.95%

UNIT.ARAB.EM. 704,963.11 1,008,766,109 -26.20% -17.99%

SWITZERLAND 229,636.64 810,269,959 0.30% 29.15%

RUSSIA 98,482.46 291,082,752 -18.00% 4.68%

SOUTH AFRICA 45,002.16 269,762,252 45.22% 76.22%

THAILAND 186,536.01 268,941,355 15.53% -2.30%

CHINA 287,292.48 253,529,402 -38.36% -35.45%

Others 334,664.60 529,877,522   

Total Gross 5,648,786.21 11,129,000,573   

IMPORT OF POLISHED DIAMONDS BY COUNTRY
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ROUGH DIAMOND EXPORTS (CT) 2016 | 2017 ROUGH DIAMOND EXPORTS (USD) 2016 | 2017 

ROUGH DIAMOND EXPORTS

2017 2016 Difference

Carats USD Carats USD Carats USD

January 10,322,217.51 1,029,898,645 8,758,515.65 791,912,126 17.85% 30.05%

February 12,124,250.81 1,088,091,366 12,314,253.86 1,275,981,855 -1.54% -14.73%

March 10,750,166.03 1,143,453,456 10,038,525.84 1,119,426,123 7.09% 2.15%

April 9,437,372.99 903,044,951 9,525,904.27 1,273,522,511 -0.93% -29.09%

May 12,980,926.30 1,244,656,269 8,350,832.82 1,281,366,612 55.44% -2.86%

June 11,304,497.12 1,189,405,588 7,395,198.81 959,848,287 52.86% 23.92%

July 10,884,755.49 1,124,720,604 9,090,040.33 1,167,974,776 19.74% -3.70%

August 5,594,698.54 485,138,444 4,493,619.84 530,161,907 24.50% -8.49%

September 10,750,221.25 1,101,581,652 10,776,104.65 1,423,243,732 -0.24% -22.60%

October 7,057,245.02 830,232,311 5,940,919.76 721,204,026 18.79% 15.12%

November 14,613,318.97 1,283,627,795 6,049,781.69 1,049,664,211 141.55% 22.29%

December 12,019,302.48 1,184,408,726 8,073,335.39 1,131,770,044 48.88% 4.65%

TOTAL 127,838,972.51 12,608,259,807.43 100,807,032.91 12,726,076,211.18 26.82% -0.92%

POLISHED DIAMOND IMPORTS (CT) 2016 | 2017 POLISHED DIAMOND IMPORTS (USD) 2016 | 2017

POLISHED DIAMOND IMPORTS

2017 2016 Difference

Carats USD Carats USD Carats USD

January 504,585.08 881,945,767 542,033.90 984,945,831 -6.91% -10.46%

February 362,420.80 739,478,071 520,350.21 881,205,723 -30.35% -16.08%

March 714,408.56 1,475,890,251 614,757.66 1,570,012,786 16.21% -6.00%

April 401,930.56 883,730,175 529,022.33 873,944,108 -24.02% 1.12%

May 523,095.76 1,003,308,749 500,146.90 922,243,313 4.59% 8.79%

June 490,030.55 1,077,928,321 547,393.55 1,224,314,078 -10.48% -11.96%

July 434,115.65 740,639,381 454,009.03 840,271,494 -4.38% -11.86%

August 349,477.09 629,023,502 404,675.80 648,184,224 -13.64% -2.96%

September 568,631.29 1,204,557,520 612,644.50 1,275,894,765 -7.18% -5.59%

October 478,102.02 787,304,765 596,611.39 795,912,226 -19.86% -1.08%

November 465,670.92 880,712,765 365,291.32 695,032,418 27.48% 26.72%

December 356,123.50 829,584,522 360,512.67 679,621,883 -1.22% 22.07%

TOTAL 5,648,591.78 11,134,103,790.02 6,047,449.26 11,391,582,848.38 -6.59% -2.31%
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Antwerp diamond trade stabilizes in 2017

After a very difficult 2015, the Antwerp diamond trade 
stabilized in 2016. This trend continued over past year as 
the industry traded a total of $US46 billion in diamonds. 
In 2017, a total of 233.6 million carats of diamonds were 
imported to and exported from Antwerp. This again 
represents an increase in the volume of diamonds 
traded, with a particularly notable increase in the rough 
diamonds sector.

While the overall value of diamonds traded declined 
slightly with regard to 2016 ($48 billion), we note a 

tremendous increase in the amount of diamonds traded. 
This is mainly due to a significant increase in the number 
of rough diamonds traded. However, because demand 
was mainly for smaller rough diamonds - a consistent 
trend across the global diamond trade in 2017 - we saw 
the price achieved per carat decline. Given that the price 
per carat of polished diamonds rose, the gap between 
the two (rough and polished) was smaller than in 2016. 
We are therefore able to cautiously affirm the recovery 
has taken hold for Antwerp’s diamond traders.

Declining trend in polished diamonds less pronounced

On the year, a total of 10.7 million carats of polished 
diamonds valued at $22.5 billion were imported to and 
exported from the Antwerp diamond market. Some 5.6 
million carats of polished diamonds were exported and 
5.1 million carats were imported, valued at $11.1 billion 
and $11.4 billion respectively. This represents an overall 
decline of 7% in volume and 3% in value compared to 
2016.

While demand for polished diamonds worldwide was 
under pressure - among other reasons as the result of 
competition from other luxury goods such as travel 
and technology - we note that demand from the most 
important markets, namely, China and the U.S., gradually 
recovered. Consequently, the polished diamond market 
continues to experience difficulties, but the decline is 
less pronounced than last year.

Antwerp retains its position atop the rough diamond market

Last year, some 223.1 million carats worth $23.3 billion 
were traded on Antwerp’s rough diamond market. The 
volume of rough diamond imports as well as exports 
increased by 6% and 27% respectively with respect to 
2016. In value, on the contrary, we saw declines of 11% 
and 1% respectively.

The expectation that Antwerp’s rough diamond trade 
would perform well in 2017 was thus confirmed. This 
is largely a result of the fact that the majority of the 
diamond production from three new mines (two in 
Canada, one in Lesotho) is now traded on the Antwerp 
diamond market, and more tenders were organized 
to increase the supply of rough goods to the market. 
AWDC’s proactive strategy in this regard is bearing fruit.

In 2017, 109 tenders were organized by various Antwerp 
tender houses. This represents a 27% increase over 
the 86 tenders held in 2016. Additionally, the mining 
companies held another 68 tenders in Antwerp.

POLISHED DIAMOND EXPORTS (CT) 2016 | 2017 POLISHED DIAMOND EXPORTS (USD) 2016 | 2017

POLISHED DIAMOND EXPORTS

2017 2016 Difference

Carats USD Carats USD Carats USD

January 290,926.77 632,035,888 397,899.21 771,813,616 -26.88% -18.11%

February 530,947.38 1,354,299,334 615,800.72 1,596,202,837 -13.78% -15.15%

March 485,408.91 1,166,258,782 489,609.25 1,161,133,403 -0.86% 0.44%

April 376,527.73 779,399,803 453,009.93 899,088,321 -16.88% -13.31%

May 422,710.63 1,123,695,839 480,350.51 1,108,606,300 -12.00% 1.36%

June 460,200.97 1,004,649,671 502,306.00 1,139,969,827 -8.38% -11.87%

July 480,158.41 1,011,475,363 529,161.05 1,022,916,788 -9.26% -1.12%

August 225,309.51 425,676,612 173,008.94 398,560,776 30.23% 6.80%

September 458,735.12 1,186,775,528 525,916.94 1,236,031,412 -12.77% -3.99%

October 406,065.15 817,890,564 424,578.22 775,149,576 -4.36% 5.51%

November 392,107.10 971,005,234 451,248.68 878,276,106 -13.11% 10.56%

December 480,097.28 924,317,714 382,673.97 814,602,310 25.46% 13.47%

TOTAL 5,009,194.96 11,397,480,333.88 5,425,563.42 11,802,351,272.03 -7.68% -3.42%
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1. AWDC AT YOUR SERVICE
1.1 AML & Compliance Helpdesk

The AWDC AML & Compliance Helpdesk has been very 
active in supporting diamond traders with answers to 
a variety of questions. In 2017, AWDC received 1,098 
questions on a diverse range of topics. These were 
related to, amongst others, how to identify clients, the 
limited use of cash and access to bank accounts. AWDC 
was contacted via e-mail, phone and per consultation.

The AML & Compliance Helpdesk regularly sent out 
newsletters with information and updates on the 
Bureau Van Dijk database, AML seminars and general 
compliance issues. In 2017, the Helpdesk sent out 20 
such newsletters.

The Helpdesk developed an IT system allowing online 
submission of the AML activity report, through the 
website www.registereddiamondcompanies.be. After 
receiving a login code and password from the FPS 
Economy or AWDC, diamond traders can log in and 
use this platform to fill in their AML activity report online. 
This report is automatically sent to the FPS Economy 
upon online submission and can be viewed or printed 
by diamond traders at all times after logging in to their 
account. Since the beginning of 2017, 450 companies 
have submitted their report online. AWDC encourages 
online submission and assists diamond traders in going 
through the online submission process if they need any 
help.

On the same website, the Bureau Van Dijk database 
has been installed. This is a database that contains 
information on 250 million companies situated in the 
most important diamond trade centers and diamond 
producing countries, such as the US, China, Botswana, 
Israel and India. Diamond traders may use it to search 
for a diamond company or other companies when they 
need to make a risk analysis of a client they intend to 
do business with. The database contains information 
on the founding and registration of a company, board 
members, shareholders, PEP-lists, sanction lists etc. 
Bureau Van Dijk is an external provider that updates 
these details on a continuous basis.

AWDC provides access to this database free of charge 
to Belgian registered diamond traders, to enable the 

diamond industry to verify the identity details which 
traders receive from their clients. AWDC organized 
group seminars in cooperation with Bureau Van Dijk 
to inform diamond traders how to use this know-
your-customer (KYC) database, and which content it 
contains. 471 diamond trading companies and other 
interested parties (such as banks, accountants etc.) 
have participated in these seminars. Individual sessions 
to support diamond traders concerning their specific 
questions have been offered as well. 149 individual 
diamond traders have been assisted by the Helpdesk 
so far. A total of 435 companies have obtained access to 
the database since its launch.

A Special Point of Contact in the diamond industry 
has been appointed by the Helpdesk, to act as an 
intermediary between diamond traders and the 
Belgian Financial Intelligence Processing Unit (CFI). 
The objective hereof is to increase the number of 
notifications on suspicious diamond transactions. In 
2017, AWDC received 10 such notifications, which it 
consequently reported to the CFI.

AML seminars are organized to inform the diamond 
industry about anti-money laundering legislation, 
requirements and updates. There are two types of 
seminars: basic and advanced. During the basic 
seminar, general anti-money laundering principles are 
introduced to diamond traders. During the advanced 
seminar, diamond traders who have followed anti-
money laundering seminars before are informed 
about general compliance matters, as well as new 
initiatives and legislative developments. This enables 
the Helpdesk to offer AML information best adapted 
to the diamond traders’ familiarity with the topic. The 
seminars cover topics such as the identification of 
clients, client acceptance policies, limitations on cash 
payments, protection of clients’ identity, new (legislative) 
developments and all kinds of questions diamond 
traders have in this regard.

44 AML seminars have been organized in cooperation 
with the FPS Economy since the end of 2013. Up to 
595 firms have participated to this point, and many 
companies have participated multiple times. We 

recommend diamond traders to follow such AML 
seminars annually, to stay up-to-date on their obligations 
and new developments. The seminars are free of charge 
and diamond traders obtain a certificate of attendance 
which they can present to their banks and to the FPS 
Economy in case they are subject to an administrative 
control. The certificate reflects their AML engagement 
and their commitment to inform their staff on AML 
obligations.

AWDC has also been actively involved in the preparatory 
process of the FATF Mutual Evaluation Report of Belgium 
(2015), and is now taking the necessary measures to 
implement the recommendations and suggestions 
of FATF in the framework of the enhanced follow-up 
procedure.

Following up on an FATF recommendation, AWDC 
– in cooperation with various authorities, such as the 
FPS Economy, customs, the federal police, the Belgian 
Financial Intelligence Unit, the banking federation, the 
public prosecutor and the special tax administration – 
has drafted a risk analysis on money laundering in the 
diamond industry. This risk analysis maps all existing 
risks, all mitigating measures and suggests new 
mitigating measures to be taken. The risk analysis is 
unique in the sense that the government and private 
sector have worked together on this document, resulting 
in better follow-up and cooperation between all parties 
to tackle the risks in the sector and develop measures to 
mitigate them.

http://www.awdc.be/en/compliance
http://www.registereddiamondcompanies.be
http://www.awdc.be/en/KYC
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1.2 Diamond Regime

The Belgian Federal Parliament formally approved the 
Diamond Regime (aka Carat Tax) in December 2016. 
According to the Diamond Regime, the regular corporate 
tax rate – or income tax rate for natural persons – will 
be levied on taxable income that is calculated based 
on a lump sum margin instead of on the actual margin 
that is realized. Because of these new regulations, 
registered diamond companies benefit from increased 
predictability and stability, which will benefit Antwerp’s 

competitive market as a global trading center. From 
2015 through 2017, AWDC organized various info 
sessions for accountants to inform them about the 
implementation of the new legislation. Furthermore, 
AWDC aids via the Public Affairs Department, which 
answers any specific questions about the Diamond 
Regime. A Q&A form was created based on frequently 
recurring questions. This Q&A can be found on the 
website of AWDC together with all relevant legislation.

 1.3 Risk Analysis

In order to facilitate access for diamond traders 
to financial transactions, as well as to meet the 
recommendations of the FATF’s Belgian evaluation 
report, at the request of AWDC a working group was 
formed, comprised of members of the government, 
Febelfin and AWDC. The objective was to evaluate 

money-laundering practices in the diamond industry in 
an objective manner. The Belgian government approved 
the definitive risk assessment, and indicated the best 
way to further mitigate against those risks identified as 
associated with the diamond industry.

1.4 Banks and finance

The main challenge for our industry is undoubtedly 
the deteriorating access to banking services and 
financing. The AWDC had already set up the Bank 
Account Helpdesk in 2015, which has been assisting 
diamond companies in need of a bank account. In June 
2017, the AWDC appointed a dedicated person to 
maintain relations with the financial industry. This new 
department has been created to develop new business 
opportunities and solutions to close the gap between 
the diamond traders and the financial industry.

AWDC’s approach is twofold: attracting new financial 
institutions – both for banking and financing – to the 
industry, and developing solutions to make it more 
attractive for these institutions to work in the diamond 
industry. During the second half of last year, the AWDC 
welcomed over 20 different banks and financial service 
providers to it premises. In addition, AWDC met with all 
the relevant banks in Belgium, to better understand why 
they refuse to provide services to the diamond industry, 
and what we could do to change their attitude.

One of the most tangible outcomes was a pilot project 
launched with Ebury, a UK-based fintech company that 
started looking into the diamond industry in 2017. This 
resulted in the creation of bank accounts for a small 

number of diamond traders in 2018. As history has 
demonstrated that relying on a minimal number of 
financial players in the industry is very risky, the AWDC 
started investigating the possibility to set up its own 
proper payment platform for the diamond industry. 
Structures and partners have been identified in 2017, 
and this work will proceed in the following year.

Key to attract and bind new financial institutions to our 
industry, is providing them assurance, confidence and 
transparency. After months of preparatory discussions 
with banks, diamond traders and other industry players, 
the AWDC launched a Request for Proposal (RFP) for the 
development of a digital platform that diamond traders 
can use to demonstrate transparency to their bank(s). 
This platform will use the Blockchain technology to 
maximize security, privacy, confidentiality and resistance 
to fraud. In 2018, a decision shall be made on whether 
such a platform will be developed by the AWDC itself, 
or whether we will join forces with a number of key 
industry players to create a common platform for the 
global diamond industry.

1.5 AWDC Cafés

The AWDC Cafés are a series of pragmatic, to-the-
point workshops about practical topics to increase the 
efficiency of your business. These seminars are tailor 
made for the Antwerp diamond industry and free of 
charge.

In 2017, the different AWDC Café topics were:

• Bitcoin & blockchain in the diamond industry

• The Diamond Year: what’s on the program & how 
can you get involved

• US retail market insights

• Empower global mobility – stay connected 
anywhere, anytime

• Corporate income tax filing obligations 2017

• Permanent establishments in the diamond industry 
in a post-beps reality

• Brussels Airlines – Diamond Connection benefits

• The general data protection regulation – what, 
when & how

• Non-payment or no return of entrusted diamonds – 
what can you do?

http://www.awdc.be/carattax
http://www.awdc.be/en/CaratTaxQAENG
http://www.awdc.be/en/awdc-café
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1.6 AWDC Security Office

The AWDC Security Office strives to enable, support 
and facilitate business activity within the Secure Antwerp 
Diamond Area (S-ADA) and to safeguard its personnel, 
visitors, products, reputation and information against all 
internal and external threats. 

The AWDC SO sets out to be the S-ADA’s principle 
and trusted advisor in all security related matters, an 
indispensable and critical facilitator of the Antwerp 
Diamond Industry’s future and to become a reference 
in security for all diamond centers worldwide. Our 
role is based on cooperation by means of a two-way 
information exchange, spreading information within 
the respective communities and constituencies of the 
S-ADA, organizing structural meetings, the provision of 
security-related recommendations and the inspection 
and assurance of their best implementation.

The AWDC SO acts as a single point of contact to 
the S-ADA buildings, the bourses, private security 
companies active within the area, the insurance industry, 
the City of Antwerp, local police, federal police, 
government services and state security.

The AWDC SO Board of Directors meets 4 times annually 
and consists of 5 members representing the Industry 
and the Trade. Relevant information and current topics 
are provided directly by the AWDC SO Head of Security 
and Operations. Ultimately, the AWDC SO Board of 
Directors advises the AWDC Board of Directors on all 
security-related topics.

Throughout 2017, the AWDC SO Board of Directors 
invested its efforts in, among other things, the proposal, 
organization and implementation of the following 
specific projects:

• Register, analyze, report and communicate on 
incidents

• Finalization of the renewal and expansion of the 
CCTV System

• Finalization of the new vehicular access control 
system

• Increase and broaden diamond trader security 
awareness programs

• Test & consider purchase of S-ADA Emergency PA 
notification system

• Monitor, communicate and lobby changes in Private 
Security Law

• Raising awareness among S-ADA building 
managers and employers regarding fire safety and 
evacuation participation (legal/compliance, civil 
and judicial accountabilities and responsibilities)

• Continuous monitoring, developing and 
envisioning of S-ADA Safety and Security situation 

In order to exchange information and/or increase 
awareness, the AWDC SO has the following tools in 
place:

• The AWDC (SO) Newsletter

• Emails and memos

• Structural meetings

• Awareness posters

• SMS Alert Message

• Host and organizer of security-related diamond 
industry visits

• Briefings (one of each, every month):

 - S-ADA Security Briefing

 - Anti-tiger kidnapping seminar

 - Cyber Crime Awareness Briefing

 - Active Killer Briefing

To comply with Belgian legislation, the organization of an annual evacuation exercise is legally required for every 
building and employer in Belgium. As a consequence, AWDC SO also repeated this yearly exercise in 2017, with the 
cooperation of LPA, the city’s fire department and Antwerp’s Disaster Coordinator. In addition to legal compliance, 
other primary objectives of the evacuation exercise are to test and train the S-ADA building managers, LPA and the 
Emergency services and familiarize the S-ADA population with the overall evacuation of the diamond square mile, 
in order to increase awareness and limit casualties should a real accident occur. During the exercise, AWDC SO and 
aforementioned organizing partners consider every opportunity to minimize the impact and burden on the diamond 
trade and emergency service availability.

http://www.ada-security.be
http://www.ada-security.be
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1.7 Antwerp Diamond Jobs

Antwerp Diamond Jobs, launched by AWDC in 2013, 
is a job site listing all the employment opportunities in 
the diamond industry. AD Jobs gives all companies in 
the diamond industry the ability to post their vacancies 
on the site, enabling them to reach all those who are 
looking to find a job in the diamond industry in Antwerp 
as well as locations further afield. Furthermore, job 

seekers will be able to quickly discover all jobs currently 
available at the Antwerp World Diamond Centre.

In 2017, 101 vacancies were posted and approximately 
3,200 applications were sent. 42% of the vacancies were 
successfully filled by AD Jobs. 37% of the vacancies 
were created for new positions.

1.8 Social Media

As part of the “Diamonds and Antwerp, it’s in our 
DnA” campaign, AWDC launched several social media 
platforms in June 2016. The objective is to illuminate 
the human side of an historically opaque industry by 
means of in-house produced and shareable content, 
and through engaging interviews, articles and videos. 
The DnA Facebook and Instagram pages are targeted 
mainly towards a millennial audience to raise awareness 
and inform them about the most important trade center 
in the world of diamonds, as well as to personalize the 
Antwerp diamond industry. On our LinkedIn and Twitter 

pages, we share corporate content on AWDC and 
industry-related initiatives.

In 2017, this social media strategy was further 
developed, both towards local and international target 
audiences. At the end of 2017, we had 10,956 followers 
in total on all our DnA pages and the corporate LinkedIn 
page. Throughout the year we shared 2,179 posts and 
those had a total of 32,039 likes. Our posts reached 
1,278,197 people.

http://www.awdc.be/en/ad-jobs-home
http://www.diamondsandantwerp.com
http://www.diamondsandantwerp.com
http://www.facebook.com/DiamondsAndAntwerp
http://www.instagram.com/diamondsandantwerp/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/diamonds-and-antwerp-4226b6124/
https://twitter.com/Diamond_Antwerp
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ALROSA DIAMOND NIGHT IN MOSCOW

The excellent collaboration between Antwerp, the 
leading diamond trade hub, and Russian mining giant 
Alrosa, the world’s largest diamond producer, was once 
again highlighted at an exclusive networking event 
in the presence of the Alrosa Management and the 
Governor of Antwerp during the Antwerp Diamond 
Night at the residence of the Belgian Ambassador in 
Moscow on 15 February. This exclusive event was the 
perfect opportunity to once again affirm and reinforce 
long term relationships.

CITY OF ANTWERP’S ECONOMIC MISSION TO 

CANADA

In the framework of the City of Antwerp’s economic 
mission to Canada from 22 to 29 October 2017, the 
Antwerp World Diamond Centre paid a visit to one of 
the Antwerp diamond industry’s major trade partners, 
Stornoway Diamond, at the miner’s new Renard Mine in 
Québec. AWDC CEO Ari Epstein was joined by Consul 
General of Belgium in Canada Hubert Roisin and Mayor 
of Antwerp Bart De Wever. Diamonds are the number 
one import from Canada to Belgium, and the Renard 
Mine will be responsible for more than 35% of that 
trade, reaching 1.8 million carats annually over the next 
ten years.

Canada is one of Antwerp’s most important trade 
partners when it comes to diamonds. And the country 
has even greater potential. More than half of their rough 
output goes straight to the market in Antwerp, and 
this share is only increasing. More and more Canadian 
mining companies are opting for Antwerp due to its 
unique advantages when it comes to transparency, 
expertise and a critical mass of buyers and sellers.

2. AWDC AROUND THE WORLD
2.1 Rough Diamond Trade

Production volumes globally are estimated to have increased by 10 million carats to approximately 144 million carats. 
The amount of goods on the Antwerp market also grew in 2017, driven mainly by three new mines entering full 
production: the Gahcho Kué and Renard mines in Canada, and the Liqhobong mine in Lesotho. All of the goods from 
the latter two mines are marketed in Antwerp, as is 49% of the first. Another driver of growth was expanded output from 
junior and mid-tier miners and de-stocking by the industry’s major producers. Antwerp’s tender system remains the 
most robust in the industry, providing access to supply for smaller trading companies. However, despite the increase in 
volume, the value of rough diamonds fell in 2017, as lower prices offset the increase in volumes.

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ON NATURAL 

RESOURCES UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY

On 24 January, the AWDC participated in a high-level 
dialogue on Managing Natural Resources for Peace 
and Sustainable Development in New York. The AWDC 
advocates the success of the Kimberley Process and the 
work of the DDI where governments, industry and civil 
society acts together to foster the rough diamond trade 
as an engine for sustainable growth and development, 
especially in Africa.

ANTWERP DIAMOND NIGHT IN CAPE TOWN

On 8 February, AWDC organized an Antwerp Diamond 
Night in Cape Town in cooperation with the Beglian 
Embassy. Almost 40 people were present, from 
Ministries of Mines (amongst other the Minister of 
Mines of Lesotho), governments, the diamond industry, 
etc. During a few presentations, Antwerp was promoted 
as the ideal location to sell rough diamonds and the 
“African Diamond Conference” was announced.
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PANEL DISCUSSION ON DIAMONDS IN THE 

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AT UN 

HQ, NEW YORK

On 3 November, the AWDC participated as panellist in 
a brainstorming meeting organized by the permanent 
missions to the UN of Belgium, the Central African 
Republic and Morocco on how legal diamond exports 
can maximize sustainable development and promote 
peace. The panel also included the SRSG of MINUSCA, 
the Panel of Experts of the UNSC Sanctions Committee 
on CAR, the EU as Vice-Chair of the Kimberley Process 
and delegates from the neighbouring countries.

2.2 Polished Diamond Trade

As 50% of polished diamonds worldwide pass through Antwerp at one point, AWDC makes great efforts to promote the 
Antwerp diamond trade worldwide by organizing Antwerp Diamond Experiences, participating in trade missions and 
international trade fairs all over the world. Still, the polished trade faces multiple challenges - from online sales and retail 
warehouses cutting prices to the proliferation of more easily accessible ‘luxury’ items. In 2017, Some 5.6 million carats 
of polished diamonds were exported and 5.1 million carats were imported, valued at $11.1 billion and $11.4 billion 
respectively. This represents an overall decline of 7% in volume and 3% in value compared to 2016.

ANTWERP DIAMOND EXPERIENCES

The Antwerp Diamond Experiences are intended to bring groups of jewelers, wholesalers and manufacturers from 
major and emerging diamond markets into direct contact with Antwerp diamantaires, and give them an intensive three-
day networking program and inside access to the world’s leading diamond trade center.

This approach, whereby jewelers come to Antwerp instead of the diamantaires having to travel around the world, is much 
more efficient and cost effective. It provides Antwerp diamantaires the opportunity to make one-on-one appointments 
during the networking sessions, and then meet the visitors in the confines of their own offices.

This concept was launched by AWDC in 2016 and further developed in 2017, hosting delegations from the following 
countries:

JAPAN

A delegation of 13 Japanese jewelry manufacturers and 
diamond professionals were matched with a selection 
of 13 Antwerp diamond companies during several 
networking events from 22 – 24 May. Together with our 
local partner we agreed to organize a second ADE and 
further develop the Diamonds & Antwerp campaign in 
Japan in 2018.

EUROPEAN UNION

From 25 – 27 September, a delegation of 24 European 
jewelry companies from the European Union were 
matched with a selection of 20 Antwerp diamond 
companies to strengthen their network with the 
proximate Antwerp diamond industry. In cooperation 
with various local associations and partners, potential 
buyers made the trip to Antwerp from UK (6), Cyprus (5), 
Spain (4), Poland (3), France (2), Croatia (1), Estonia (1), 
Czech Republic (1) and Italy (1).

MIDDLE EAST

In cooperation with the HRD Antwerp – Middle East 
office and local associations, 30 jewelry companies 
and diamond professionals from the Middle East were 
matched with a selection of 14 Antwerp diamond 
companies from 23 – 25 October. Potential buyers came 
from Lebanon (11), Turkey (7), Saudi Arabia (5), Bahrain 
(3), Kuwait (2) and UAE (2).

SOUTH KOREA

From 21 – 23 November, in cooperation with the 
local jewelry association, the KJCA (Korea Jeweller 
Confederation Associate), we organized the first ADE 
South Korea. Ten South Korean jewelers and diamond 
professionals visited Antwerp for the first time and were 
matched with 10 Antwerp diamond companies.

CHINA

In cooperation with the HRD Antwerp – China office, 
the second ADE China was organized from 27 – 29 
November. 22 jewelry companies from Mainland China 
where matched with 17 Antwerp diamond companies.

http://www.awdc.be/en/experience
http://www.awdc.be/en/antwerp-diamond-experience-japan-0
http://www.awdc.be/en/antwerp-diamond-experience-europe-1
http://www.awdc.be/en/antwerp-diamond-experience-middle-east-2017-0
http://www.awdc.be/en/antwerp-diamond-experience-south-korea-0
http://www.awdc.be/en/antwerp-diamond-experience-china-1
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TRADE FAIRS

HONG KONG MARCH SHOW

From 28 February to 3 March 2017, 83 Antwerp diamond 
companies represented the Antwerp diamond industry 
in the Antwerp Diamond Pavilion at the Hong Kong 
International Diamond, Gem and Pearl show in Hong 
Kong. The Antwerp Diamond Pavilion consisted of no 
less than 1,116 m2.

JCK LAS VEGAS SHOW

Every year in June, the world diamond industry gathers 
in Las Vegas for the JCK Las Vegas show, the leading 
jewelry event in North America. From 5 to 8 June 2017, 
17 Antwerp diamond companies represented the 
Antwerp diamond industry, showcasing Antwerp’s finest 
assets, combining excellence, tradition, high standards 
and the best service.

HONG KONG JUNE SHOW

The June Hong Kong Jewellery & Gem Fair took place 
from 22 to 25 June in 2017. As every year, the Antwerp 
diamond industry was present. 41 Antwerp diamond 
companies participated in the final important show 
before the entire diamond industry goes into recess for 
the summer.

HONG KONG SEPTEMBER SHOW

From 13 to 17 September, no less than 112 Antwerp 
diamond companies represented the Antwerp diamond 
industry at the Antwerp diamond pavilion at the Hong 
Kong Jewellery & Gem Fair September, making it the 
biggest Antwerp diamond pavilion of the year. This 
shows how important the fair is to the Antwerp diamond 
companies.

AWDC & HRD ANTWERP MISSION TO JAPAN

On January 25, the Antwerp World Diamond Centre 
and HRD Antwerp were present in Tokyo, Japan on a 
short mission. Over the past decades, bilateral trade 
in terms of diamonds has plummeted. The purpose of 
this mission was therefore to rekindle the relationships 
and revive the historical bonds founded on the values 
Antwerp and Japan share: the pursuit of perfection and 
excellent quality in every regard.

AWDC was present at the IJT Fair, the biggest 
Japanese diamond and jewellery fair of the year, to 
promote AWDC’s latest category marketing campaign, 
“Diamonds and Antwerp, it’s in our DnA”. On the 
evening of January 25, AWDC, in collaboration with 
H.E. Belgian Ambassador Sleeuwagen and Japanese 
partner A.P. Diamond, set up an Antwerp Diamond 
Night which included introductions by H.E. Ambassador 
Sleeuwagen, Mr. Tota Koyama, Senior Director of 
the Japan Jewellery Association (JJA) and Mr. Shigi 
Ishida, President of AP Diamond. AWDC presented 
the its generic marketing campaign that aims to boost 
Antwerp as the ultimate quality brand for diamonds. 
The event was an overwhelming success, with over 120 
people attending.

FIRST AND SUCCESSFUL 

EDITION OF CARAT+

From 7 – 9 May 2017, CARAT+ took place in Antwerp. 
Launched for the first time in 2017, CARAT+ won the 
praise of exhibitors and visitors alike with its glamorous 
trade show floor and 130 leading exhibitors from 13 
countries. The debut attracted 3,000 visitors from 33 
global markets, highlighting its unique industry concept 
and appeal among diamond specialists. Its location 
in Antwerp, the world’s capital of diamonds, makes 
CARAT+ a must-attend show for diamond wholesalers, 
jewelry manufacturers, brand representatives, fine 
jewelry designers, buyers and retailers looking for a mix 
of loose diamonds and finished jewelry. In 2018, AWDC 
will be the main partner of CARAT+.

http://www.awdc.be/en/antwerp-diamond-seminar-tokyo
http://www.awdc.be/en/antwerp-diamond-seminar-tokyo
http://www.caratplusantwerp.com/en
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NETWORKING AND STUDY MISSION TO CHINA

From 14 to 20 October, AWDC accompanied VOKA 
Mechelen to Chongqing, Shenzhen and Macau to 

better understand the Chinese market and prospect for 
future diamond operations.

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION MUMBAI

On 9 November, the AWDC and its Indian counterpart 
GJEPC jointly organized the Roundtable “Best 
practices from the diamond business to foster global 
socioeconomic development” during the State Visit 
in India, in the presence of His Majesty the King of the 

Belgians Philippe I. The roundtable reflected on best 
practices and testimonials from diamond companies 
operating in different parts of the value chain, as well as 
from industry organizations.

NETWORKING AND STUDY MISSION TO ARGENTINA & URUGUAY

From 10 to 17 November, AWDC accompanied VOKA 
Antwerpen-Waasland to Montevideo and Buenos Aires 

to better understand the South American market and 
prospect for future diamond operations.

2.3 Kimberley Process

Since the start of the Kimberley Process in 2003, AWDC chairs the Working Group of Diamond Experts (WGDE) on behalf 
of the WDC. As a member of the World Diamond Council (WDC), the AWDC participated in several Kimberley Process 
(KP) activities. It represented the industry on the KP Review Visit to Sri Lanka in July. The AWDC is also involved in the KP 
Monitoring Team that manages the reintegration of the Central African Republic (CAR) into the KP, and participated in the 
KP Intersessional and Plenary meetings of the KP Chairmanship of Australia. Additionally, the AWDC is member of the 
ad hoc strategic committee that guides discussions on potential changes to the WDC System of Warranties, designed to 
enhance transparency of the supply chain of diamonds. Finally, the AWDC is partnering in a taskforce with the European 
Commission to prepare the agenda and activities of the European KP chairmanship in 2018.

http://www.awdc.be/en/mumbai-roundtable-discussion-nov-2017
http://www.awdc.be/en/mumbai-roundtable-discussion-nov-2017
http://www.awdc.be/en/mumbai-roundtable-discussion-nov-2017
http://www.kimberleyprocess.com/en
http://www.worlddiamondcouncil.org
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3. AWDC LOCALLY
3.1 Antwerp Diamond Visits

VISIT FPS FOREIGN AFFAIRS, UNIT E5

On 27 January, a delegation of diplomats from the 
department E5, responsible for the coordination of the 
Belgian position in European trade policy discussions, 
visited the diamond district in Antwerp, where the 
interests of the diamond sector in European trade issues 
were discussed.

VISIT BELGIAN DIPLOMATS

After having been appointed to their first assignment 
abroad, several Belgian diplomats assigned to relevant 
destinations for the diamond sector paid a visit to the 
diamond district on 20 February, where they received 
a tailor-made briefing regarding the interests of the 
sector in their respective jurisdictions.

VISIT BUSINESSEUROPE

The AWDC received a delegation of the International 
Relations Committee of BusinessEurope, the umbrella 
organization of European employers’ organizations, 
on 22 February. During this visit, the interests of the 
diamond sector in various European policy areas were 
discussed.

VISIT MARGRETHE VESTAGER

On 8 June, the AWDC hosted a visit for European 
Competition Commissioner Margrethe Vestager and 
her Cabinet. During the bilateral meeting, issues like 
the newly established Diamond Regime and access 
to banking services for diamond companies were 
discussed.

VISIT BELGIAN TRAINEE DIPLOMATS

In the framework of their general training program, 
two promotions of trainee diplomats (Coquelicot and 
Elisabeth) paid a visit to the diamond district on 20 
November. During this visit, the delegation of trainee 
diplomats learned about the role of Antwerp in the 
global diamond trade through a meeting with the 
Public Affairs Department, as well as an organized visit 
to a diamond laboratory, a diamond polisher and a 
diamond bourse.

VOKA/AWDC BOARD OF DIRECTORS EVENT

To further strengthen the alliance between VOKA and 
AWDC, the two Boards of Directors were brought 
together 21 November to get to know each other and 
to facilitate future cooperation.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

VALUATION PROGRAM

From 12 to 23 June, AWDC organized, in cooperation 
with the Diamond Development Initiative (DDI), a two-
week KP Technical Assistance Valuation Program. During 
this course, representatives of four African diamond 
producing countries (Côte d’Ivoire, Sierra Leone, Guinea 
and Liberia) enhanced their capacity to value the output 
of their national diamond production. A next training 
session will be co-organized with the DDI in the margins 
of the KP intersessional meeting next year in Antwerp 
(June 2018) 

STAKEHOLDER MEETING RUP PELIKAAN

To enhance the cooperation between AWDC and the 
City of Antwerp regarding the future refurbishing of 
the diamond district, regular meetings have been 
held. This will allow AWDC to act more proactively. On 
27 September, a stakeholder meeting about the RUP 
Pelikaan took place.

SAMEN KLIMAATACTIEF

On 11 October, AWDC hosted the launch of Samen 
Klimaatactief, a program supported by the City of 
Antwerp to reduce CO2 emissions in the tertiary sector.
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3.2 Local Events & Initiatives
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4. DIAMOND YEAR
In 2017, the Antwerp diamond industry celebrated its 570th anniversary. A document discovered in the City Archive 
identifies the first signs of a diamond trade in the city dating back to 1447. The City of Antwerp and the Antwerp World 
Diamond Centre (AWDC) joined forces and organized the Diamond Year under the slogan, “In Antwerp We Speak 
Diamond - Diamond Capital since 1447”.

The “We Speak Diamond” campaign refers to how, in Antwerp, more than 70 different nationalities and communities 
shape the industry’s identity, and how this great diversity of individuals speak the same language: diamond. Throughout 
the festive period, the City of Antwerp and AWDC organized various activities. The objective was to highlight the way 
the centuries-old diamond trade plays an important role in the City of Antwerp on an economic, cultural as well as 
historical level – and to engage its residents and visitors in its diamond story.

KICK-OFF DIAMOND YEAR

On 28 September, the AWDC officially kicked off 
the Diamond Year by organizing a festive launch to 
celebrate the 570 years of unbroken diamond trading 
in the city. The celebration was attended by Belgium’s 
Secretary of State for Foreign Trade Pieter De Crem, 
fifteen ambassadors from diamond-related countries 
and featured 57 cakes - one for each decade of diamond 
trading in Antwerp, and, coincidentally, one for each 
facet of a brilliant cut diamond.

ANTWERP SUMMER UNIVERSITY

From 28 August to 8 September, the AWDC and the 
University of Antwerp organized a two-week summer 
school program dedicated to diamonds and the 
diamond industry: “From Mine to Finger: A Deep Dive 
into the World of Diamonds”. The summer school 
focused on all aspects related to the ‘diamond pipeline’, 
as well as specific and innovative topics relevant to 
today’s society and business environment. 

The first week of the program provided its 18 
participants - mainly Masters & PhD candidates, 
graduates, researchers and young professionals from 
four continents - with an introduction to the historical, 
geological, technical, economic, commercial and ethical 
perspectives of the global diamond trade. The second 
week consisted of keynote sessions and workshops, 
at the conclusion of which the students successfully 
presented their ‘thesis’ projects to a jury.

In the framework of this Antwerp Summer University 

program, AWDC also hosted an ‘Innovation and 
Diamonds’ conference, featuring specialists from 
across the entire spectrum of the diamond industry, 
featured eight keynote speakers and five dedicated 
workshops addressing the latest trends and emerging 
innovations in the trade. Topics included state-of-the-art 
technologies such as the blockchain, and trade finance 
instruments

SCHOOL PROJECT

In collaboration with the AP Hogeschool, AWDC 
developed a diamond-themed syllabus for children 
from the 5th and 6th grade. It enables children aged 
10 to 12 to learn all about diamonds and the unique 
connection with the City of Antwerp in a fun and playful 
manner. By means of this project, a new generation of 
‘Antwerpians’ got to know the diamond industry and 
discover the importance of the industry for the city 
and country they live in. The syllabus is still available, 
free of charge, on the AWDC website and was already 
downloaded by 75 different schools.

http://www.diamondyear.be
http://www.awdc.be/en/diamond-year-kick-570-years-diamonds-antwerp
http://www.awdc.be/en/antwerp-summer-university-2017
http://www.awdc.be/en/school-project
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BRILLIANT FOODIES FESTIVAL

On Sunday 22 October, AWDC organized a food festival 
at the Felix Pakhuis. The festival celebrated the various 
ethnicities and cultures present in the Antwerp diamond 
trade. Besides delicious food, there was klezmer and 
Indian music, a yoga session, a lot of sparkling children’s 
activities and, of course, various diamond-related 
activities. Visitors could get their jewelry cleaned, 
request a jewelry certificate for personal jewelry pieces, 
receive advice on how to potentially ‘pimp’ their 
grandmothers’ diamond jewelry and so much more. It 
was a real family day!

PHOTO CONTEST: ANTWERP PORT HOUSE, 

YOUR DIAMOND VIEW

In collaboration with the Port of Antwerp, AWDC also 
organized a photo contest: Antwerp Port House, your 
diamond view. More than 200 took a shot and sent us 
their diamond view on the Antwerp Port House. The 10 
most sparkling pictures were chosen to be part of an 
exhibition at the Antwerp Port House. During the festive 
opening of the exhibition, the winner of the first prize – a 
diamond – was announced.

ANTWERP DIAMOND GALA

To kick off the three-day African Diamond Conference, 
AWDC organized an exclusive gala welcoming African 
mining ministers and key members of the global 
diamond industry to Antwerp on 13 November. Guest 
of honor was Mr. Thabo Mbeki, former President of 
South Africa, a man recognized throughout Africa as 
an influential intellectual, policy maker and diplomat. 
He delivered a passionate speech regarding the 
challenges and opportunities the future will bring, in the 
presence of H.E. Didier Reynders, Belgian Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs and European 
Affairs. The gala welcomed over three hundred guests, 
representing 29 nationalities, making it a night the 
industry won’t soon forget.

AFRICAN DIAMOND CONFERENCE

The African Diamond Conference (ADC), on 14 
November, highlighted the Antwerp Diamond Year. 
The conference was a joint initiative of Belgium’s 
Federal Public Service (FPS) Foreign Affairs and the 
Antwerp World Diamond Centre (AWDC) and took 
place at the Egmont Palace in Brussels. With nearly 
400 in attendance, the ADC featured a broad range 
of speakers from across the entire diamond pipeline 
- from mine to finger - as well as diamond industry 
stakeholders. The participants included African mining 
ministers and ambassadors from eleven countries, 
the diplomatic corps, representatives from the global 
diamond industry, NGOs and the academic world, 
all coming together to discuss the challenges and 
opportunities for African diamond-producing countries 
now and in the future. Topics included leveraging the 
diamond trade for economic development, marketing 
responsibly sourced diamonds to meet new consumer 
demands, the Kimberley Process and the potential 
impact of synthetic diamonds on diamond-producing 
countries.

http://www.awdc.be/en/brilliant-foodies-%C2%A022-october
http://www.portofantwerp.com/nl/news/winnaars-fotowedstrijd-‘antwerp-port-house-your-diamond-view’-bekend
http://www.portofantwerp.com/nl/news/winnaars-fotowedstrijd-‘antwerp-port-house-your-diamond-view’-bekend
https://www.awdc.be/en/ADG17-Photos
https://www.awdc.be/en/african-diamond-conference-%C2%A0photos
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ANTWERP DAY

In the framework of the African Diamond Conference, 
AWDC invited participants from African producing 
countries to the Antwerp Day in the heart of the 
Diamond Square Mile, an all-day event which included 
a meet & greet with the industry, a visit to the Antwerp 
Rough Diamond Days in the Antwerpsche Diamantkring 
and an exclusive behind the scenes visit to the Antwerp 
Diamond industry.

EXPEDITION DIAMOND

On 17 December, AWDC organized Expedition 
Diamond, an interactive diamond adventure targeted to 
millennials. More than 30 teams of 5 players registered 
for this one-day event, full of activities throughout the 
city of Antwerp. They learned all about the diamond 
industry by completing physical and intellectual tests. 
All teams were provided with an iPad which guided 
them to different locations in the historical centre of the 
city to accomplish their mission. At the end of the day, a 
quiz was organized to test what they learned during the 
day. The winning team won a party for 100 people at the 
De Koninck Brewery.

EPILOGUE
Board of Directors

Mr. Stéphane Fischler 
(Industry) - President

Mr. Nishit Parikh 
(Trade) - Vice President

Mr. Rajiv Kothari 
(Trade)

Mr. Thierry Polakiewicz 
(Bourses)

Mr. Jacques Weisz 
(Trade)

Mr. Freddy Inzlicht 
(Bourses)

Mr. Samir Mehta 
(Trade)

Mr. Chetan Shah 
(Trade)

Mr. Jacques Korn 
(Bourses)

Mr. Vimal Lakhani 
(Trade)

Mr. Koen Vandenbempt 
(Independent)
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Management Team

Mr. Ari Epstein 
Chief Executive Officer

Ms. Kim Van Weynsberghe 
PA to AWDC CEO

Ms. Manuella Merckx 
Head of Diamond Office

Ms. Trisevgeni Stavropoulos 
Head of Compliance & Legal

Mr. Michel Janssens 
Head of Finance

Ms. Margaux Donckier 
Head of PR & Communications

Mr. Mark Van Bockstael 
Head of Business Intelligence

Ms. Karla Basselier 
Head of Public Affairs

Mr. Stephan Van Hauwe 
Head of Security and Operations

Ms. Karen Rentmeesters 
Head of PR & Communications


